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Preface

With the rapid development of various technologies from the Internet to mobile phones and cameras, visual
data is now widely available in huge quantity and great variety, bringing significant opportunities for novel ways
of processing visual information, as well as commercial applications.

The Computational Visual Media Conference 2012 (CVM 2012) is intended to be the first in a new conference
series, providing a leading international forum for the exchange of novel research ideas and significant practical
results concerning the processing and application of visual media. The primary rationale for this new conference
series is to bring together cross-disciplinary research amalgamating aspects of computer graphics, computer vision,
machine learning, image processing, video processing, visualization and geometric computing. Original research
topics in this area encompass the classification, composition, retrieval, synthesis, and understanding of visual media.

Although CVM 2012 is a new conference, it has attracted broad attention from researchers worldwide. A total
of 81 submissions were made, of which 33 full papers were accepted for oral presentation. 6 outstanding papers
were selected, and further extended for this special section.

The first paper investigates extraction of multi-scale salient features for analyzing 3D shapes, a fundamental
topic in geometry processing. The second paper concerns a detail exaggeration technique for 3D relief surfaces based
on multi-channel salience, the advantage being that it can adaptively enhance the appearance of salient features
of the original shape while preserving its essential appearance. The third paper considers GPU accelerated mesh
compression, the main ideas being to minimize replicated vertices between patches, and to balance the numbers
of faces of patches to allow efficient parallel computing. The next paper is about affective image colorization.
The authors use a generic algorithm to unify both the semantic requirements and the affective needs, leading to a
patch-match based colorization method that provides natural results. The following paper presents a customized
framework to recompress large quantities of internet images; its ideas have been successfully applied to many
commercial applications, such as web portals, e-commerce, and online games. The last paper proposes a new
approach to large scale cross-media retrieval with dramatically improved accuracy and efficiency.

We are grateful to all the paper authors and paper reviewers for their contributions. We hope the readers will
enjoy reading this special section and greatly benefit from its contents.
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